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1. The theory of combinatorial manifolds, now some forty years
old, has been strikingly successful recently in solving problems of
homeomorphism and isotopy, but in spite of recent improvements,
notably by Zeeman [3], it remains a difficult medium to work in,
cut off by its nature from the ordinary methods of topology.
The work here reported on is a first application of a different
method which, while keeping to the spirit of Whitehead's "expanding" and "collapsing", stays nearer to topological notions, by substituting linear isotopies for addition and subtraction of simplexes.
The Stallings engulfing theorem is proved in the following form.
Given a locally tame closed set, X, of dimension p^n — 3 in a pconnected topological n-manifold-without-boundary,
M, and a (p — 1)connected open set, V, of M such that X\V is compact, there is a homeomorphism, h: Mc^M such that XQhV.
X is called "locally tame" in M if for every xÇzX there is a neighbourhood U(x) in M such that XCXÜ is a complex-locus (by the
standards of a coordinate system in U). In fact the theorem is proved
for the larger class of p-dominated sets, p^n — 3, such that XC\U
is contained in a ^-complex in U.
The homeomorphism h is shown to be isotopic to 1 and is 1 outside a compact set. It is composed of a finite number of small "pushes",
each of which moves only a set of points in a euclidean neighbourhood 77 along parallel lines in 77.
The general scheme of the proof is that of Stallings [2], but the
details are different.
E. H. Connell has shown, using Stallings' stretching process between dual subcomplexes [ l ] , that this form of the engulfing theorem
implies the Poincaré Hypothesis for topological manifolds
(n^5).
2. The theorems used in place of the regular-neighbourhood theory
are concerned with real semicontinuous functions on a metric space, 1
X. If/, g are two such functions with ƒ rgg, and if AQX, the prism
TL(J,g\A) inXXR
(R the real line) is {(x, t)\f.(x) ^tèg'(x,
x) GA},
where/, and/* are lim i n f / a n d lim s u p / . We p u t l l ( / , f\A) = II(/|-4).
(By admitting semicontinuous functions the theory can deal with the
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prisms in simplexes, etc. that occur in the engulfing theorems.) The
basic tool is the theorem of Baire which says that if ƒ S g and ƒ is
u.s.c., g is l.s.c., then there is a continuous function <j> satisfying
The simplest engulfing theorem is the
LEMMA. Letf0, fi be continuous functions on the closed set Fin Y, with
ƒo ^ / i , ƒo —fi on fry F; and let U, W be open in YXR with

TL(fo,fi\F)ÇW,

II(/o|F)S*7.

Then II(/ 0 , / i | F) can be engulfed by hU, where h is active only in W.
The conclusion means, besides Ti(f0i fi\ F)QhU, that hÇ~l by an
isotopy which is 1 outside W. In fact h is a p.I. homeomorphism of
each line xXR onto itself.
To be useful the Lemma must be strengthened by allowing f0 to be
u . s . c ; the space to have an extra factor, XX YXR, so as to be applicable to the engulfing of a set in a g-simplex in Mn; and provision
must be made for retaining in h U a set already contained in U. This
is provided for in
T H E O R E M A. Let go, gi be functions on the closed set F in F, with g0
u.s.c, gi continuous, goègi, go — gi in irY F. Let A be closed and U, W
open in XX YXR, and suppose (0 being a basepoint in X) that
(1)
oXTl(go,gi\F)QW,
(2)
AU(oXÏL(go\F))ÇUt
(3) Ar\(oXll(go,
gi\F))QoXJl(go\F).
Then AKJ{oXYi{go, g\\ F)) can be engulfed by hU, where h is active only
in W.

Theorem A is proved by elementary point-set topology.
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